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editor’s note

I 
magine all the millions of words, codes, regulations, 
diagrams, formulas, legal documents, etc. that 
collectively endeavour to structure and give form to 
a part of the world’s built environment. Imagine all 

of these combined in volumes and stored in ‘an Archive 
of Hidden Structures’. As architects we know that these 
rules and guidelines control and determine what can  
be built, as well as how it can be achieved.

Most of these structures endeavour to manage the 
physical relationships of society in our day-to-day world. 
It is mostly rules that are, supposedly, applicable to all 
in any given locale. It also tries to determine minimum 
standards of built quality, services and increasingly, 
energy usage. These rules are mostly applied in the 
present, but with a view towards lasting outcomes in the 
future. Such rules and structures have been in existence 
since the beginning of humanity’s built heritage. It has 
not always been codified and documented. Very often 
also, it has been underpinned by a mutual handshake 
and common sense. Often these structures or rules were 

culturally determined and gave physical 
evidence of deeply held cultural beliefs that 
eventually determined social relationships. 

In a world that previously evolved slowly 
over time in a context of low population 
growth these hidden structures were often 
implied in the way that the physical context 
was made. It is also not difficult to argue 
that it was precisely with the start of some 
social groupings’ desire to expand territory, 
commerce and influence that these ways 

of making also became a physical symbol of conquest 
and domination. In this manner the issue of building 
regulations were, in a way, the underlying method and 
expression of colonialism. For example,  
the now famous/infamous ‘Laws of the Indies’ used  
by the Spanish in their colonial forays into North  
and South America can be mentioned in this regard.

With the rapid rise in the world’s population and the 
increase of the forces of globalisation these generally 
small-scale rules regulating the built environment 
were also disrupted. Generally we now live in a 
highly regulated formal and rich world juxtaposed 

with an informal and poor world. In many ways the 
idea of building regulations are at the heart of these 
physical expressions. This juxtaposition is amply and 
dramatically illustrated in Hobbs’s article ‘When 
Architecture meets Art’. In this article, architects  
and artists discuss the tensions and potentials inherent 
in this seemingly dualistic world. In another way, 
Combrinck et al offer some relief to the apparent  
impasse between the formal and informal. 

In a way, it is also unthinkable that we can live without 
these regulating structures wherever we find ourselves  
in either the formal or informal world. Sometimes they 
are the only way to save us from our own follies.

There will also, always be a pushback against such  
rules in whatever form they might be. This is, like life, 
a dynamic process that will always try to create a form 
of equilibrium. The way that this pushback action is 
managed is of crucial importance. A lack of control will 
invariably lead to the violation of the rights of others and 
the inevitable loss of the value of their investments in the 
built environment that we all know is a great store of wealth 
for future generations. On the other hand the draconian 
enforcements of rules would eventually lead to the 
inhibition of innovation. The benefits of negotiation within 
the regulatory framework are described by de la Cour in  
her article on House Arshad. This process gave rise to  
the re-emergence of the courtyard typology. When this 
typology is such an obvious answer to some of the perceived 
problems of the South African built environment, one 
should wonder why it is so difficult to repeat?

The message contained in the publication edited by 
Chan and Laubscher, ‘Building Governance and Climate 
Change: regulation and related policies’ reviewed by 
Wegelin, draws our attention to the all-important 
regulatory environment of the ‘Hidden Structures’ 
within which we all work. A quotation used by Eisenberg 
(page 468) where Dr Jonas Salk is referred to could be  
an appropriate concluding thought. 

This thought should not be lost on architects when 
we remember that the collaboration between Salk and 
the architect Louis Kahn resulted in one of the most 
important epoch defining buildings of recent times, 
namely the Salk Institute at La Jolla.  ■

Hidden 
structures
Paul Kotze,  
Editor

Our greatest 
responsibility  

is to be good 
ancestors.  

–  Dr Jonas Salk
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notes and news

G 
iven the continued dysfunctionality of the South 
African Council for the Architectural Profession 
(SACAP), SAIA had to resort to engaging the 
National Department of Public Works, o�ering 

its expertise in resolving the SACAP impasse. O�cials 
from the Department have promised swi� action in 
dealing with the SACAP challenges, and we wait with 
bated breath regarding the extent of the anticipated 
government intervention.

Internally, the interim recruitment of the previous 
SAIA Executive Manager, Su Linning, to look a�er the 
Practice portfolio is bearing fruit. Many long-standing 
actions and initiatives are progressing well − more detailed 
feedback will be communicated in due course. However, 
our members should notice a constant �ow of important 
practice advisories being disseminated, which will assist  
in e�ectively running architectural practices. Meanwhile,  
the recruitment of the substantive executive manager  
for the Practice portfolio is underway; an appointment 
should be made within the next few weeks.

�e rest of the SAIA portfolios (Marketing & 
Communication, Transformation, Finance & HR, 
CPD & Education) have also made tremendous e�orts 
in concluding pending actions. �e management 
committee (president, vice president, treasurer, vice 
treasurer and CEO) have realised that there are numerous 
advocacy forays being undertaken by SAIA with 
di�erent stakeholders, which have not been timeously 
communicated. To that end, there will be more regular 
President’s notes distributed to give updates in this regard.

�e nomination and election process of the incoming 
vice president and deputy treasurer is now underway.  
We encourage members to nominate persons who have 
the ability and gravitas to take our Institute forward in 
what is an increasingly di�cult economic environment 
for the profession and country in general.

However, we remain positive in our resolve that  
our e�orts will continue to derive the expected results, 
which should create a more conducive practicing 
environment for our members.

SAIA Reaches Out  
To Government

Obert Chakarisa, 
SAIA CEO
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notes and news

News from 
SAIA Practice 
Although the ongoing concerns around the 
regulation and administration of the profession 
continue to �nd expression in SAIA’s discussion 
forums and meetings, the practice committee 
remains focussed on delivering bene�ts for 
practitioners. Some of these initiatives are at an 
advanced stage of �nalisation, while good progress  
is being made with several others.

The Fee Calculator
A�er extending the deadline for testing the fee
calculator tool, all the responses received will now
be taken into consideration. It is expected that the
calculator will go live in a closed member section
of the SAIA website in August.

Practice Guidelines
�e documentation, to replace the 2008 Practice Manual 
that was issued on CD, is in its �nal stages of review.  
It is expected that the new Practice Guidelines will  
be available for online publication in an interactive  

By: Su Linning, SAIA

‘Wiki’-based format towards the end of September. 
�is is aimed at encouraging participation from our 
members, and will enable a simpli�ed process for  
updates and revisions. New content will also more  
easily be made available, and we trust that members  
will not be disappointed with what will become  
a ‘living’ library of reference works.  

Revisions and new Agreements
As a constituent of JBCC and PROCSA, the Institute’s 
representatives continue our participation in the  
current revision of these contracts. In addition, a real 
need exists for a basic agreement between an architect 
and a client for work on simple domestic projects.  
A basic agreement is being compiled at present and  
this should be available within a few weeks.  

Work in Progress
�e hugely complex requirements around the 
procurement of professional services, and the notion 
of tendering for fees, remain high on the agenda. 
In addition, several concerns in connection with 
professional indemnity and liability, risk management 
and Duty of Care undertakings are being addressed. 
More information will follow in due course.  ■

THE BEST IN  
HIS FIELD
Stanley Field − the 
Bloemfontein-born, San 
Francisco-based architect 
− has received the Birge 
Clark 2016 Design Award 
from the American Institute 
of Architects. The award, 
which honours an individual 
architect rather than a practice, 
recognises outstanding 
achievement in architectural 
design. Together with his son, 
Jess, Field − who was the  
24th Sophia Gray Laureate − 
runs the firm Field  
Architecture in Palo Alto.

im
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su Linning, 
SAIA
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Book Review

T 
he special issue of British journal Building 
Research and Information includes 18 research and 
information papers that address climate change in 
the building stock of several countries around the 

world − notably the EU, UK, Australia, China and Japan 
(Africa is not considered). It investigates how building 
regulatory systems are addressing the current and future 
e�ects of climate change, and how they can be improved. 

�e historical and current development of building 
regulations is explored, moving from �re safety during the 
industrial growth of cities to health matters in poor living 
conditions, and re�nements in building physics in terms 
of damp, light, ventilation and so on.  

In ‘�e impact of regulations on overheating risk in 
dwellings’, Mark Mulville and Spyridon Stravoravdis 
suggest that current regulation may be failing to protect 
the future health and safety of inhabitants. �e creation 
of a highly insulated, energy-e�cient building can result 
in a building that overheats, resulting in occupant heat 
stress and possible death. Lightweight, airtight dwellings 
(like the Passivhaus) with little cross-ventilation are 
particularly vulnerable.

In ‘�e realpolitik of building codes: overcoming 
practical limitations to climate resilience’, by Shari 
Shapiro, hostility towards the adoption of codes that 
moderate the impact of climate change is highlighted. 
Political resistance in the US is based on the claim that 
associated mitigation measures would raise the cost 
beyond what a �rst-time buyer could a�ord. �e writer 
notes that ‘the real cost impacts of climate change are 
borne by society as a whole, not the individual building 
owner’. But this raises the question of who should pay for 
the costs and who bene�ts from the reduced risk – is a 
signi�cant question for civil society to consider.

An interesting �nancial instrument is the Gross Floor 
Area (GFA) concession scheme implemented in Hong 
Kong and Singapore. It provides �nancial incentives for 

1 Lorch, Chan & Laubscher (eds). 2016. Special issue: Building governance and climate change: 
regulation and related policies. Building Research & Information: International research, 
development, demonstration and innovation, Vol 44 (5−6). London. Routledge. Available from: 
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rbri20/44/5-6

developers to take up green building practices in return 
for a higher GFA. In China, transgressors are penalised.

�e role of the occupant is also addressed. Traditional 
building control can’t achieve the large-scale energy 
savings that are required. E�ective governance must also 
consider the behaviours of the building during occupancy, 
for instance by using actual performance measurements, 
improving the skills of professionals, and rethinking 
current building control and enforcement processes.

�e need for sustainable conservation of heritage 
buildings is increasingly acknowledged. A central 
question is whether building regulations have the 
�exibility to accommodate green building technologies 
and heritage-conservation principles, instead of 
demolition and increased use of resources.

�is publication contributes signi�cantly to our 
understanding of the complexities of long-term energy 
e�ciency in buildings. South Africa is well placed through 
the work of the Construction Industry Development 
Board (CIDB), which recognises that the building sector 
has the largest potential for reducing greenhouse-gas 
emissions; that legislation and regulation must be a key 
driver; that its strategy must recognise existing and new 
buildings in private and public sectors; and that the tools 
are SANS 10400-XA, SANS 204 and certi�cation. 

But are we doing enough? Most of the buildings we 
design and build today will still be standing by 2080, 
when global warming is expected to peak. So it is 
important that we act now. An independent study on 
the South African scene, under editorship of Associate 
Professor Dr Jacques Laubscher, is underway.  ■

Energy efficiency 
in the context of 
climate change
Some impressions on this special-edition publication, which considers how building 
regulatory systems are addressing the current and future e�ects of climate change.
By: Hans Wegelin, Emeritus Professor at the University of Pretoria
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Project 1

Pushing the 
Boundaries
 House Arshad, Johannesburg

H 
ouse Arshad can be viewed to provide 
commentary on, and contradict, the existing 
urban fabric of Johannesburg’s middle-class 
suburbs. It shows an alternative way to address the 

densi�cation of our suburbs, maximising coverage while 
optimising garden space. Here, the house itself defends 
against the security pressures that are both perceived 
and faced in reality, by middle-class South Africa. 

�e house was designed and conceptualised by 
Michael Scholes, while the detailing and construction 
stages were overseen by Mark Schaerer of Scholes 
Rayne Schaerer (SRS Architects). A challenge was that 
the budget price came in much higher than the client’s 
available funds, so a ‘spec builder’ was appointed at a 
much lower price. �is meant that the implementation 
of some of the careful detailing wasn’t realised during 
construction. It is thus the conceptual strength of the 
design that warrants further exploration.

Architects o�en have to balance a client’s speci�c  
(and o�en grandiose) brief  with restrictive town-
planning and heritage constraints − and the ever-too- 
low building budget. In this case, the architect had  
a long relationship with the family, so a level of trust  
was implicit in the process from the outset. Scholes  
had already designed three residences for the father  
since the 1980s (a residence in Fordsburg; a new house  
in Mayfair; and a major alteration in Houghton).  
�is house was for the son and his young family.  

�e brief requirements were excessive for the existing 
con�guration of a typical Norwood stand of 500m2 with 
a single-storey house positioned in the middle. �e client 
required a large, open-plan living, dining and kitchen 
area; two large en-suite children’s bedrooms; a master 
suite with dressing room and bathroom; a pyjama lounge; 
sta� quarters; laundry as well as a separate o�ce.  › 

�e conceptual strength of this Norwood home suggests a new typology for addressing 
the increased need for forti�cation and densi�cation in Joburg’s suburbs.

By: Victoria de la Cour, Photographs: Sarah de Pinah
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The idea of 
positioning a house 
on the boundary so 

that it functions 
both as the wall 

(or line of security) 
as well as the 

privacy and  
noise buffer is 

fairly novel 
in this country

2 3

7

5 6

8

4
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Project 1

 �e existing house was in a poor state, and while the 
original structure (a linear lean-to against the eastern 
boundary) dates from 1910, and the later house dates 
from the 1930s, it was immediately clear to Scholes 
that, in order to manifest the brief, the existing house 
would need to be demolished. �e client agreed − 
something clients o�en shy away from, in light of the 
price already paid for the stand, the building and the 
cost of demolition. �is approach deviates from the 
usual trajectory of enlarging the footprint, o�en creating 
nonsensical additions that undermine the clarity of the 
original, more modest, house. A heritage report was 
done, and the motivation for demolition was pursued 
and granted. Evidence of precedent within Norwood 
had to be displayed, as well as proof that the house was 
derelict and of questionable heritage value.

In addition to the heritage issues, the position of 
the stand on a corner meant that there were two 3m 
building lines to contend with along the south and 
west street boundaries. �is signi�cantly reduced the 
potential footprint of the building. �e architects met 
this challenge by pursuing the relaxation of both of these 
lines. �e proximity of the driveway to the street corner 
was another town-planning challenge, and similar 
precedent had to be found in the neighbourhood in order 
for the Johannesburg Roads Agency to be convinced to 
allow this. What was meant to be a double-storey studio 
in the north-west corner was reduced to a single storey 
as the allowable 110m2 area for outbuildings had been 
exceeded and it wasn’t possible to have this relaxed. 
�e approval process took over a year, but through 
perseverance and thoroughness the architects are proud 
to say that everything achieved was legal (despite queries 
from neighbours about ‘whose hands they had to grease’).

�e intention of the design was twofold: to maximise 
use and coverage, while giving a sense of space and view. 
�e corner position and orientation of the stand (with 
north on the short end, furthest from the street) became 
the primary design driver for the planning arrangement 
put forward. �e idea of positioning a house on the 
boundary so that it functions both as the wall (or line  
of security) as well as the privacy and noise bu�er  
is fairly novel in this country. �e client says many  
passers-by have commented on its ‘strangeness’ as well  
as its originality and e�ectiveness. 

‘�e concept is simple,’ says Scholes, ‘and it was clear 
from the outset what needed to be done’. �e building 
is composed of two monolithic, geometric forms placed 
at right angles to each other along the south (with living 
areas on ground level and main suite above) and west 
boundaries (with the garage on ground and children’s 
bedrooms above). �e garage acts as an over�ow space 
for entertaining, opening directly onto the internal 
courtyard. A glazed ‘knuckle’ o�sets the two blocks and 
forms the axis of entry directly o� the street. Standing 
proud on the corner is the vertical circulation drum. 
�ese are typical forms used by Scholes and identify  
this building as part of his oeuvre. 

�e mono-pitch sheet-metal roof extends as vertical 
cladding on the street side and is clipped in line with the 
walls, further reinforcing the bulk form. �e roof slopes 
down to the courtyard where water is collected in a 
gutter positioned above a recess. 

�e materials were selected for the robustness required 
for their urban context. �e two accommodation wings 
are stock brick with a cement wash, which is contrasted 
with raw Tyrolean plaster on the circulation drum. 
�e brick-wall �nish continues inside the house on the 
ground �oor, giving warmth to the otherwise stark and 
pared-down interior spaces. Polished concrete makes up 
the ground �oor, with a warmer oak-strip �oor for the 
bedrooms above.

Aluminium windows sit within plastered recesses  
and are either recessed within the depth of the wall or 
�ush with the outside face, in the case of the sliding 
doors. From inside the doorframes are concealed behind 
the reveal, so they appear as clean sheets of glass that 
slide away. �e only painted colour appears on the 
plastered panels behind the doors, which receive the 
opening sections.

Incredible care was taken in the development of the 
design to coordinate the type of glazing (for thermal 
and sound insulation) as well as the position of each 
opening on the individual faÇades. �ey balanced the 
need for privacy against strategic views and optimal 
light penetration into the deep spaces. Windows on the 
south faÇade were kept primarily small and portal-like, 
and double-glazed to prevent tra�c noise ingress and 
retain warmth. A long slot window just above eye level 
runs part of the length of the living space. It allows a 
glimpse up and out into the plane trees that line the 
Norwood streets, but prevents passers-by from seeing in. 
A smaller window at counter level in the scullery allows 
surveillance of the street corner.

�e west faÇade is treated slightly di�erently with  
a combination of large and small openings. West light 
is brought deep into the interior through well-placed 
glazed openings including the front door and two 
large picture windows on the �rst �oor. �e fortunate 
position of an enormous plane tree on the street edge  › 

the design reacts against the somewhat  
inefficient typology of an early Johannesburg 
suburban house facing out in the middle of the  
stand with space all around

1 Courtyard view. 2 View from the entrance hall. 3 Living-room high-level window. 4 �e bay 
window. 5 West elevation. 6 View from the scullery to the street. 7 �e entrance hall looking 
towards the courtyard. 8 �e reading room.
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Project 1

�lters the otherwise harsh west light. �e presence of 
the tree is pulled into the living spaces, and the play of 
light and shadow so�ens the stark interior. A �ne weld 
mesh covers the large openings, providing so� shading 
and security. Despite the steps taken for privacy on the 
south and west sides, it is a pleasant surprise that the 
transparency of the front door brings the street right  
in to the entrance hall. 

Stacking doors on the north side of the living space 
focus energy into the courtyard garden with its lap pool 
along the east boundary. �is is a reference to Islamic 

courtyards and their use of water to 
modify the internal climate. Water spouts 
activate the space with the added bene�t 
of deadening the hum of tra�c outside. 
Having the longer of the buildings along  
the west boundary means the courtyard  
is in shade for a large portion of the day, 
hence the position of the pool, hard up 
against the east boundary. Brise soleil 
openings on the ground �oor of the west 
block reference Islamic screening devices 

and conceal the service areas from the garden. �e 
over�ow space of the garage works well for entertaining. 
�e careful design of the services reticulation, which the 
architects proposed, was sadly lost during construction. 
Downpipes were all to be recessed into the façade,  

9 Street view from the south-west. 10 Views and ground-�oor plan.
Consultants on House Arshad: TVNA Consulting Engineers and associates

9 10

and all services were to be grouped and ducted.  
Many of these ended up being exposed on the exterior, 
which detracts from the design intent of a seamless 
monolithic form.

In conclusion, this new typology responds to the 
changing urban environment and questions the inherent 
value of a building in its broader context merely because 
it is older than 60 years. �e design reacts against the 
somewhat ine�cient typology of an early Johannesburg 
suburban house facing out in the middle of the stand 
with space all around. Whether the repetition of 
this typology would enhance our urban fabric is 
questionable. In isolation, the success lies in the position 
of the house on a corner as well as the fact that urban 
densi�cation is embraced by maximising coverage and 
pushing the boundaries. If repeated as a row typology, 
however, issues of orientation, overlooking and light 
ingress would need to be addressed.

�e manifestation of House Arshad shows that, 
through a process of analysis and strong motivation,  
a bold approach to domestic architecture can be taken 
in response to heritage and town planning. Here, the 
architects took cognisance of the fact that the original 
character of suburbs such as Norwood has been 
drastically changed over time, and used it to argue  
for a new typology that responds to the increasing  
need for forti�cation and densi�cation.  ■ 

Views

a. The glazed  
 entrance 
 and reading room. 

b. Slot windows  
 for surveillance  
 from the kitchen.

c. High-level window  
 provide views of  
 the trees while  
 maintaining privacy.

d. Bay window looking  
 west onto the  
 tree canopy.

e. Concrete block  
 windows for  
 framed views  
 and cross  
 ventilation.

Ground-floor plan

1. Entrance hall

2. Kitchen

3. Living room

4. Patio

5. Garage

6. Laundry

7. Staff room

8. Office

9. Terrace

The materials 
were selected for 

the robustness 
required for their 

urban context
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 Of Hope 
 and 
Healing
�is sensitively designed 
paediatric facility encompasses 
the functional, spiritual and 
emotional – and is a �tting 
tribute to Madiba’s legacy. 

By: Gareth Leonard and Caron Schnaid,  
Photographs: Tristan McLaren

The Nelson Mandela 
Children’s Hospital

1

2
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project 2

1 �e height of the hospital was purposefully limited. 2 �e interior design focused on creating 
a welcoming, playful and safe environment. 3 �e landscaped gardens include therapeutic and 
sensory gardens. 4 One of the outdoor play areas. 5 Cheerful wall art makes treatment rooms  
less intimidating for kids.

T 
he design of a hospital is perhaps one of the most 
complex and sensitive building archetypes an 
architect may face. A hospital is a highly emotive 
space – it holds life, wellbeing and hope; but also 

sickness, fear and even death. It is also innately spiritual, 
providing sanctuary for patients and visitors to heal.  
As such, a hospital is an environment that necessitates  
a deeper level of introspection and quietness. 

Functionally, hospitals serve to manage and contain 
disease and sickness. �is specialist operation necessitates 
the need for controllable, well-de�ned relationships 
between public and private space, e�cient circulation 
routes, as well as easily accessible technical systems. 

When faced with the overwhelming operational and 
functional requirements that underlie these institutions, 
architects can easily overlook the more emotive role  
a hospital must serve. �is o�en translates into buildings 
that are sterile, cold and not conducive to recovery  
and healing. Our role in undertaking the design of 
a hospital must therefore aim to balance these two 
ambivalent characteristics.

Realising Nelson Mandela’s Vision
In 2006, Nelson Mandela expressed a vision of creating  
a dedicated children’s hospital to provide leading paediatric  
healthcare within Southern Africa. Founded by the Nelson 
Mandela Children’s Fund, the Nelson Mandela Children’s 
Hospital Trust was established to ful�l Mandela’s vision  
of a centre of excellence capable of upholding the values  
and principles of accessible healthcare for all children –  
a �tting tribute to Madiba’s legacy. 

On 2 December 2016 − following 11 years of planning, 
feasibility, fundraising, design and construction − the 
Nelson Mandela Children’s Hospital (NMCH) was 
o�cially launched. Situated in Parktown, Johannesburg, 
this state-of-the-art paediatric hospital is one of only �ve 
dedicated children’s hospitals in Africa, and the second 
in South Africa. 

�e brief from the NMCH Trust was to provide  
a world-class paediatric facility specialising in cardiology 
and cardiothoracic surgery, renal and endocrinology, 
oncology and haematology, craniofacial surgery, 

pulmonology, neurosciences, as well as general paediatric 
surgery. NMCH would be based on an inclusive 
healthcare model that serves patients in both the public 
and private healthcare systems, providing 244 beds with 
eight specialist theatres and cutting-edge diagnostic 
equipment. Above all, the Hospital Trust called for a 
unique design that was welcoming, playful and family 
orientated, providing quality child healthcare in a natural 
healing environment. 

In 2009, the collaborative partnership of Sheppard 
Robson International and John Cooper Architecture 
(JCA) won the international competition for the concept 
design of the hospital. �ey were joined by local partners 
GAPP Architects and Urban Designers, and Ruben 
Reddy Architects. GAPP developed the faÇade and 
public spaces within the hospital, while Ruben Reddy 
was tasked with the design development of the clinical 
and operational facilities.

�e site, donated by the University of the Witwatersrand, 
is strategically positioned in close proximity to Wits’ 
Medical School, Charlotte Maxeke Johannesburg 
Academic Hospital, as well as the Donald Gordon Medical 
Centre. �is specialist, referral-only paediatric facility 
aims to encourage professional interaction and academic 
research, forming an integral part of the adjacent Wits 
medical precinct and operating in partnership with 
other medical training facilities across the region. 

Situated in Parktown, the design’s response to  
the surrounding heritage precinct was critical.  › 

Spaces of play and contemplation are created in  
the building to cater for children, as well as the 
needs of parents and staff

3 4 5
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In consultation with local heritage and community 
associations, it was agreed that the height of the hospital 
building would be limited and the green, tree-lined 
character of the suburb would be maintained. Piers along 
the perimeter fence were also erected to acknowledge 
the property lines of the original houses that were 
demolished when the land was expropriated in the 1970s. 

Guided by the height restrictions necessitated by the 
local context, the design is predominantly horizontal in 
nature. �is lets the building relate to the surrounding 
landscape, but also humanises the scale of the structure. 
�is strategy was further enhanced by breaking down 
the mass into smaller components, allowing the design 
to take on the more domestic scale that is familiar to 
children. �e horizontality of the building’s planning 
encourages walking through the building and reduces 
reliance on elevators and vertical circulation. Strategic 
positioning of functions ensured that travelling distances 
between specialist departments were more, or equally, 
e�cient to a vertically stacked building.

Departing from the single-block massing, windowless 
corridors and deep �oor-plates typical of many hospital 
designs, the concept proposed the creation of six wings 
connected to a central corridor running through the core 
of the building. �e building is designed around a series 
of courtyard and garden spaces, allowing natural light 
and ventilation to enter, and presenting views over the 
internal courtyard gardens between the hospital wings 
and over the surrounding city. 

Planning relationships were arranged with  
accessibility and privacy in mind. Facilities for day 
patients − including therapy rooms, doctors’ consultation 
rooms, the pharmacy and renal-dialysis unit, as well 
as restaurants and gardens − are on the entrance level. 
Patient wards and long-term care are positioned on the 
upper �oors to maximise views, while the critical-care 
facilities, theatres and intensive-care units are on the 
more private lower levels. Accommodation for families 
of seriously ill or injured children being treated at the 
hospital is provided on the top �oor. 

Spaces of play and contemplation are created in the 
building to cater for children, as well as the needs of 
parents and sta�. �e design maximises the use of 
glazing to create a strong connection between internal 
and external spaces without compromising thermal 
comfort requirements. Recent studies have shown the 
positive, calming e�ect a connection to the outside 
provides − upli�ing spirits and promoting faster healing.

�e landscaped courtyard gardens are designed for  
a range of activities including occupational therapy, with 
therapeutic and sensory gardens, including children’s 
play areas. Perimeter planting within the landscape is 
mostly indigenous, including a number of plant species 
found in the nearby Melville Koppies.

�e pronounced end wings of the building are a strong 
identifying architectural element of the building. As 
hospitals are by nature internalised building types, the 
large glazed end wings provide a means of engaging  › 

6-8  Architectural drawings of the facility. 9 Illustration showing the areal view of the  
hospital layout.

6 north elevation

7 long section k-k

8 cross section c-c

9
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PROJECT DETAILS
Client: Nelson Mandela Children’s Hospital Trust
Cost: R1 billion
Area: GEA (excluding parking) = 27 810m2  
Construction timeline: June 2014−May/June 2016
Architects: Sheppard Robson International; John Cooper Architecture;  
Ruben Reddy Architects; GAPP Architects and Urban Designers
Project manager: SIP Project Managers
Quantity surveyors: Mbatha Walters & Simpson
Structural and civil engineers: Mott MacDonald PDNA
Mechanical engineers: Spoormaker & Partners
Electrical engineer: Spoormaker & Partners; Mnjiya Consulting Engineers
Wet services: Izazi Consulting Engineers
Fire engineer: Chimera Fire Protection Consultants
Town planner: Tinie Bezuidenhout & Associates; Beth Heydenrych
Landscape architect: Green Inc Landscape Architecture 
Internal environment coordinator: Blackbird Design
Graphics and wayfinding: Bon-bon Graphic Design Studio
Environmental consultant: Mills & Otten cc
Safety consultant: Cairnmead Industrial Consultants
Main contractor: Group Five

FACILITY DETAILS
Number of beds
Outpatient beds (day case, renal dialysis, oncology) .............................................................................. 48
Inpatient beds (renal, medical, cardiac, surgical and oncology wards) .................................... 144
ICU beds (PICU and NICU) .......................................................................................................................................... 48
Urgent care admissions ................................................................................................................................................ 4
Total ...........................................................................................................................................................................................244
Number of theatres (including one hybrid cathlab theatre) ................................................................ 8

with the city, with coloured glazing used to add a playful 
expression to these faÇades. Over time it is intended that 
artworks will be incorporated into these wings, which 
will express the story of the hospital. �e articulated 
concrete forms and contrasting earthy tones of the 
brickwork faÇades further pick up the hues of the red 
clay soil of the region, as well as referencing the existing 
campus buildings. 

�e internal design focused on creating a welcoming, 
playful and safe environment for both children and their 
parents. Colour, décor and lighting serve to humanise 
spaces, creating interactive and engaging environments 
that aim to ensure the building is family orientated 
and child-centric in appearance. Workshops involving 
children, parents and sta� from surrounding hospitals 
were held during the planning stages to understand 
the speci�c needs of the facility. �e graphic designs 
incorporate a number of artworks completed by the 
children present at the workshops.

One of the more restrained, yet standout features  
that resulted from these workshops is the articulation 
and functional literacy of the building – the ability and 
ease of understanding the di�erent spaces, and how  
this is communicated throughout the building.  
�e hospital incorporates a number of subtle design 
elements, such as the use of distinct colours within  
the di�erent zones of the building, to di�erentiate  
the function and speciality of each wing. Rather than 
being text-based, much of the way-�nding uses colour 
and symbols to ease navigation for children and the 
di�erent nationalities that will use the hospital.

�is functional literacy is further expressed externally 
through the horizontal solar shading screens, which 
pick up the distinct colours of the respective wings. 
Each screen is made up of assorted horizontal colour 
slats, re�ecting the varying colours in the indigenous 
vegetation at di�erent times of the year. 

A paediatric hospital is a complex and highly emotive 
building type. In designing the public and private spaces 
within the building, the architects were mindful of the 
balance between the need for patients to feel welcome, 
secure and hopeful, while not compromising the clinical 
functionality of the building. In this, NMCH is not  

only a pioneering children’s hospital within 
Johannesburg, but expands the role and expectation 
of what should be expected from a paediatric facility. 
Going above the functional requirements, the building 
aspires to be an inclusive place of healing, rooted in its 
connection to nature and the surrounding city – a true 
legacy to Mandela’s endearing commitment to the  
lives, and futures, of all children.  ■

10 �e hospital entrance.

project 2

Rather than being text-based, much of the way-finding uses colour and symbols to ease 
navigation for children and the different nationalities that will use the hospital

10
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Where 
architecture 

meets 
art

AMA Talk Series
‘A critical dialogue between art and architecture is sorely 
lacking in South Africa. While architecture delivers public, 

physical structures endowed with seeming 
omnipresence, art, as an unrestrained �eld, 
has the capacity to expose and reconstrue 
the human condition. By academically and 
vocationally separating these disciplines, we 
fail to appreciate buildings as artistic objects 

which belie the human experience.’ −Extract from 
the Architecture meets Art press release, David Krut 
Projects, Parkwood, March 2016.

David Krut Projects’ core business centres around 
the production of print multiples and book editions. 
Born out of a passion for education through the arts, the 
Architecture-meets-art (AMA) Talk Series presented 
a series of conversations considering potentials for the 
intersection between architecture and art.

In an e�ort to nurture discussions around 
innovative approaches to city-making,  

the AMA Talk Series brought architects and 
artists together to consider multi-modal practice. 

By: Stephen Hobbs

A point of reflection…
In 2007 I had access to the respective roo�ops of  
Mies van der Rohe’s Seagram Building, and Skidmore, 
Owings & Merrill’s Lever House building in Midtown 
Manhattan − two exemplary modernist buildings out 
of a collection of skyscrapers owned by property  
mogul Aby Rosen.

Since their inception, these buildings have played 
host to major works of art − in their forecourts, foyers 
or corridors − and are appreciated as aesthetic objects 
in their own right. During my visit, the Lever House 
building boasted Sol LeWitt’s 2001 Wall Drawing #999, 
visible through the glass curtain, Damien Hirst’s 2005 
bronze sculpture �e Virgin Mother in the courtyard, 
and Sarah Morris’ 2006 site-speci�c Robert Towne 
painting, spanning the full extent of the so�t.

From these respective roo�ops one is confronted by 
the density of the skyscraper horizon and the myriad 
built protrusions all hustling for a unique presence on 
the Manhattan grid. And in all of this, there’s a realtor 
passionate about collecting buildings and showcasing art. 

In his book Delirious New York, Rem Koolhaas 
argues that the seemingly irrational plotting of the 
grid on Manhattan Island (by the Dutch) in the early 
19th century forced a vertical agenda on the building 
logics of the time, ushering in the birth of the elevator, 
the multi-story building and the skyscraper − a hyper 
extrusion on the fast-becoming modern face of major 
American cities.

In stark contrast, the ‘mud’ architecture of Mali, 
Djenné and the surrounding islands, in particular, 
demonstrate the natural-world version of this idea of 
an extrusion of the earth’s surface. �ese are islands 
of mosques and modest single- and double-story 
buildings networked in the Niger River delta, moulded 
like plasticine from a malleable base. �e city of 
Djenné demonstrates a powerful condition of collective 
construction done by hand; an embodied scale of 
centuries-old rituals of �shing, herding, weaving, 
religion and so on.

�e visceral nature of Djenné, an organic mesh  
of dwellings, o�ered a rethinking of the forms  
produced by the modernist city grids of Manhattan  
and Johannesburg − in so far as the abundance of  
a particular material, in this case earth and water, could 
o�er enough scalable options for mapping out, relative 
to the scale of family and community, a sustainable 
building typology. Put another way: the creation of 
a functioning sculptural portrait of community and 
society in a material matrix determined by the sensory 
capacity of the body. 

As an artist practicing between the studio and public 
domain, I’m looking for a midpoint between the two; 
where scale, material, experimentation, process and 
documentation serve as a language to explore the hands 
as tools and the body as a medium.  ›
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1 View of Djenné Island, Mali, 2011. 2 View of Lever House with Damien Hirst’s Mother  
and Child, 2006. 3 View of Lever House so�t, with Sarah Morris’ site-speci�c Robert Towne, 
2006. 4 Manhattan skyline from the Seagram Building. 5 View of Seagram Building with  
Calder mobile, 2006.

‘As an artist practicing between 
the studio and public domain, I’m 
looking for a midpoint between 
the two’ – Stephen Hobbs

1 2

3

4

5
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Discussion Points
Below follow some key extracts from the AMA  
series of discussions…

SH: Henning Rasmuss, Paragon’s projects are increasingly 
recognised for their scale and form. What is your attitude 
towards the function of this approach in Johannesburg? 
Henning Rasmuss (international projects director and 
architect at the Paragon Group): I believe that every city 
has its own DNA. Each place on earth begets the surface 
that results from its history and suits its trajectory. Each 
place moulds its people as it is moulded by its people. 

Architecture in Johannesburg remains fashionable, 
and the making of form has a long and strong history 
in this city. Jozi is make-do, and pushes innovation. �e 
buildings we make now try as hard as HPP’s (Hentrich, 

Petschnigg & Partners) Standard 
Bank Centre of the 1970s to overcome 
the limits of technology and skill. 
�e silhouette of buildings has been 
rediscovered as an ingredient of delight, 
having been lost sometime in the late 
1970s and squashed in the postmodern 
1980s. Now, we are back at work, 
carving out interior spaces that surprise 
and delight, and beginning to make 
inviting spaces between buildings. 

What makes architecture in Jozi 
easy is the realisation that it will not be 
around forever. �e city still eats itself 

up, and discards architecture like yesterday’s old hat. But 
at least we know that when we sit down to make it. We do 
not expect our architecture to last. It needs to delight for 
a short window of time. And that it does well. 

SH: �iresh Govender, UrbanWorks has o�en adopted 
the logics of performance and interventionist practices of 
art as a means of discovering value in alternate ways. I’m 
interested in the conclusions you draw from your �eldwork.  
�iresh Govender (architect and urban designer at 
UrbanWorks Architecture and Urbanism): Stuck 
between concrete and a hard place, resourceful acts 

of desperation, courage and desire reveal themselves 
in incredibly inventive situations. �ese lived acts 
morph seemingly unbreakable concrete structures for 
new, appropriated human formations that exceed our 
imagination. �ese early practices and rituals have 
the capacity to rewrite our urban future – for better 
or worse. �eir creative potential is diagnosed short-
sightedly as chaos. Yet hidden within their underlying 
messy logic are thoughtful creative acts. If these acts 
can be seen as art, of a kind, then architecture has found 
its ideal companion for itself and this metropolis − to 
reclaim its relevance and future. 

For example, a modi�ed shop front that 
simultaneously reconciles the idea of engagement and 
protection. �e elongated exchange both protects the 
shopkeeper from attacks while still being able to trade. 

SH: Sphiwe Giba, as a graphic designer and visual 
communicator you have been concerned for some  
time now with urban change through art in public  
space. Coming from Ekurhuleni, you have a  
particular agenda around taking pride in public  
space. Please elaborate.
Sphiwe Giba (designer, illustrator, photographer 
and strategist at Juxtapoz Concepts): Architecture 
meets Art is an interesting subject − ‘normal Joe’ from 
the township won’t relate to this. �e question is: how, 
as creatives, do we bring this closer to the public? If 
the community takes pride in the space they live in, 
demolition and vandalism will be minimised. �is is 
when urban art takes charge. Formal and informal 
spaces can be transformed into art alleys where any  
form of artistic expression can be seen − from dance, 
public art and painting to sculptures.  ›

‘If these acts can be seen as art, of  
a kind, then architecture has found  
its ideal companion for itself and  
this metropolis’ − Thiresh Govender

6 Elephant Trunk. 7 Sphiwe Giba’s Pavement Art concept rendering. 

‘Architecture in 
Johannesburg remains 

fashionable, and the 
making of form has 

a long and strong 
history in this city’  
− Henning Rasmuss

6

7
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8 Counterspace’s process image for an immersive exhibition proposal, June 2015. 9 Tseleng 
Phala: Stone Tower, Khethekile – Urban Boutique Garden, 2017. 

‘Fiction is all around 
in architecture; 
one merely needs to 
invent the reality to 
make sense of it’  
− Counterspace

PROJECT 3

SH: Counterspace, in the short time that I have come 
to know your practice, I’ve been fascinated by your 
embracing of the logics of di�erent genres of art in an 
interdisciplinary, multi-modal way. As a young practice, 
this is a refreshing point of departure.
Counterspace: When we use line, colour and angle  
in our distinctions of space or the city, there is room 
for negotiation, alteration and therefore new meaning. 
�rough the process of image production, we reveal  
to ourselves unpredicted imagined lands that  
become their own thing, hanging on to the real world 
by a thread of a set of recognisable elements in the  
chaos: a pillar, a wall, a beam. Fiction is all around  
in architecture; one merely needs to invent the  
reality to make sense of it. 

SH: Tseleng Phala, with the speci�cs of a city’s  
identity, and the varied modes of expression that  
can come from its inhabitants, is a concern for you.  
Can you explain further?
Tseleng Phala (art director at Tseleng Phala Art 
Directed): Art meets Architecture in di�erent ways  
due to scale and density around Johannesburg. Take 
the stark contrast between the public transport corridor 
(north of Plein Street) and the Eurocentric business 
district. While the latter has ample space for �amboyant 
installations, the former are pressed against the  
wall in heavily congested pavements. �ese dense,  
high-paced walkways lead to the loss of sense of  

identity (Ubuntu), breeding anonymity − and thus 
crime and many other socials ills. 

As a social people, the rise of ‘trolling’ in social media, 
like memes, are changing the socio-anthropological 
landscape of South Africa as a whole, o�ering a unique 
moment for individual expression, in keeping with 
international trends. Art installations that can help 
people to remember to ‘walk and greet’ could help curb 
the facelessness, bring awareness to our fellow citizens 
and their plights to survive in the city of gold.  ›

8

9
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Conclusion
Inspired by the interplay of artist to building and 
building to art object, the AMA series concluded with 
an attentive audience at the Edoardo Villa House 
in Kew, Johannesburg. Today the house is owned 
by Lunetta Bartz and Warren Siebrits, one of the 

city’s most well-respected creative 
couples. Both have been in�uential 
components of their respective 
�elds for over 20 years. Bartz is 
an interior designer by trade but 
prefers to be called a ‘maker’, as 
she dabbles successfully in design, 
book binding and art, amongst 
other things. Siebrits is an art 
dealer with an infectious passion 
for the stories entangled in every 
artwork he handles. It therefore 
seems �tting that in 2013 Bartz and 
Siebrits purchased the home and 
studio of Edoardo Villa (1915-2011), 
the revered Italian-South African 
modernist sculptor, with the aim of 

preserving a piece of Joburg’s cultural history. 
Edoardo Villa always admired the dynamism and 

industrial nature of Johannesburg, recognising its 
great potential for opportunity. From 1948 until the 
end of his life he lived at 73 4th Road, Kew, with his 
wife, Claire. He �rst lived on the property as a lodger 
but in 1959 bought it from the previous owners. In the 

sixties Villa began to �ourish as an artist, and with the 
added �nancial bene�ts that brought, he was able to 
commission his dear friend, architect Ian McLellan, to 
design him a new house on the southern boundary of 
the Kew property. �e outcome was what is considered 
by many to be one of the masterpieces of domestic 
architecture in Johannesburg. �e house, which was 
completed in 1968, has received enormous coverage 
over the years (�rst published in Artlook 49 in 1970 
and then in Habitat in 1972), having boasted many 
prominent supporters in the architectural community. 

�e Architecture Meets Art series takes its  
inspiration from the life and practices of the late 
Portuguese architect, sculptor and painter Pancho 
Guedes: ‘Guedes’ buildings had personalities, became 
paintings, carried ornaments that abstracted African 
sculptures, mutated and adapted, were embellished with 
dreams, graphic patterns and anthropomorphisms. In 
his world there was no question whether it is relevant 
or even political to make all of the arts an inherent part 
of creative production. Such freedom of expression, 
combined with the wry pragmatism with which he 
de�ned and commented on the urban tapestry with 
his many commissions, is certainly born of the unique 
context in which Guedes was able to expand the 
architect’s remit in such an inimitable way’ (Exhibition, 
Pancho Guedes: An Alternative Modernist, Swiss 
Architecture Museum, No 3).

As Johannesburg-based practitioners, we know what 
lies in front of us. Like Maputo in Guedes’ day, we 
are confronted by heightened contextual complexity, 
an onslaught of new languages, symbols and daily 
rituals. �ere is an opportunity here to push beyond 
our known modes of practice in pursuit of new and 
innovative city-making.  ■

10 Villa House north façade, with Mother and Child, steel and enamel, 1974. 11 Villa House 
skylight detail and Duet in Yellow, steel and enamel, 1974.
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 part 2 

informal settlements: 

an upgrade

Role of architects in the problem-based approach
Ironically, this self-perpetuating cycle of urban housing 
problem to solution and back to problem again has its 
origins in South Africa’s history predating apartheid 
policies. In his thesis on urban native housing, 
Calderwood (1953: 16) cites Connell (1947):

�e task involved in �nding a solution to these problems 
is enormous. Measured against the number of sub-
economic houses constructed in the period 1936–1946, 

the estimated number of sub-economic houses required 
indicates that a colossal and sustained e�ort will have 
to be made on a scale hitherto unknown in this country.

In response to this problem, the Council for Scienti�c 
and Industrial Research (CSIR) sponsored Calderwood’s 
architectural thesis to investigate and propose a solution 
for improved urban native housing (Haarho�, 2011), 
which resulted in the design of a house typology known 
as the NE 51/9 (Non-European house, 1951, drawing 
number 9). Haarho� (2011) points out that although 
Calderwood had intended these as demonstrations of 
the outcome of a rational design process, they were 
nevertheless taken up by government and housing 
authorities ‘to be reproduced in the thousands across 
South Africa for three decades from the 1950s’ (2011: 191).

As part of its uncritical continuance of the housing-
delivery model, the post-1994 government inherited and 
successfully perpetuated the problem through the same 
mechanism of reductionist design. �e housing typology 
associated with the post-1994 RDP is therefore seen as 

Part 2 of this article on the in-situ upgrade of informal settlements investigates 
the role of architects as agents of change.

By: Dr Carin Combrinck, co-authored by Professor Piet Vosloo and Professor Amira Osman
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a direct continuation of the physical manifestation and 
disempowering delivery mechanism of the notorious NE 
51/9 housing typology (Findley & Ogbu, 2011; Harber, 
1995; Low, 2005).

Architectural scholars have called for and o�ered 
several alternatives for more compact and �exible 
housing typologies within the capital-subsidy system, 
ranging from in�ll structures to semidetached row 
houses and multiple-storey walk-ups (Low, 2005; Groos 
& Van Kats, 2012; Poulsen & Silverman, 2012; Robinson, 
2009). Despite all these alternative proposals, however, 
the ‘shrunken mansion’ (Poulsen & Silverman 2012: 1) 
typology presented as the single-house-per-plot suburban 
model persists, with the lack of impact by the architectural 
profession being glaringly evident (Lepik, 2013; Low, 
2005; Osman & Aigbavboa, 2012; Robinson, 2009).

Pragmatic approach: Incrementalism
Seeing informal settlements in the light of their 
transitional role in the urbanisation process could be 
considered a pragmatic view. From such a perspective, 
informal dwelling is a survival strategy in which a 
foothold in the economy can be achieved, with the 
intention of ultimate integration (Landman & Napier, 
2010; Tissington & Royston, 2010; Todes, Kok, Wentzel, 
Van Zyl & Cross, 2010). Tissington (2011b: 3) underscores 
the reality that informal settlements are meeting ‘at 
least some of the housing needs of those that reside in 
them,’ and supports the position that legislation ought to 
assist informal settlers to gradually obtain, improve and 
consolidate access to safe, decent housing and tenure. 

Urban LandMark has long advocated the notion of 
incremental tenure security in its approach to informal 
settlements. In general, Napier (2013) de�nes informal 
settlements as correlated with poverty, overcrowding and 
lack of urban services. However, rather than seeing these 
conditions as a problem, the position is taken that this 
can be seen as a temporary or transitional condition, and 
part of an urbanising process (Kellett & Napier, 1995; 
Landman & Napier, 2010; Napier, 2003).

Institutional support for such a view on informal 
settlements would then be the facilitation of a gradual 
upgrading process through the model of incremental 
tenure security (Tshangana & GÖrgens, 2011). In its 
policy intent, the Housing Code acknowledges a position 
to improve tenure security: ‘Security of tenure remains 
a fundamental principle of the National Housing 
Programmes. All bene�ciaries of a housing-assistance 
programme must acquire secure tenure, either in the 
form of ownership, leasehold, deed of grant or formal 
rental arrangements, and related non-ownership forms of 
tenure’ (Department of Human Settlements, 2009a: 53).

In the Housing Code Part 3 (Incremental interventions) 
Policy Intent, incrementality is considered in its suggestion 
that informal settlement upgrade occur in phases: ‘Phases 
1 to 3 focus on community participation, supply of basic 
services and security for all residents. Phase 4 constitutes 
the Housing Consolidation Phase and access to the 

The housing typology associated with the post-1994 
RDP is therefore seen as a direct continuation of the 
physical manifestation and disempowering delivery 
mechanism of the notorious NE 51/9 housing typology

government’s housing-assistance programme undertaken 
in terms of the provisions of the speci�c programme opted 
for’ (Department of Human Settlements, 2009b: 27).

Underpinning these de�nitions of informal settlements 
as sites of incremental integration into formalised systems 
is an uncritical view of the formal system itself. �e state 
remains in the position of power, in this case as the benign 
facilitator, and the overarching socioeconomic model of 
urbanisation is assumed to be the desired outcome of the 
upgrade process. Parnell & Simon (2010: 54) point to the 
potential weakness of such a position: ‘In practice what 
African demographic transitions mean is not just many 
more millions of people, but a totally di�erent social, 
economic and spatial or settlement structure.’

The role of architects in an incremental approach
Wakely & Riley (2010) state that most segments of society 
rely on an incremental process to procure serviced and 
permanent housing; a process that occurs over decades 
and may, in fact, never be concluded. 

In an oversimpli�ed understanding of this evolutionary 
process, the concept of core housing was adopted by the 
South African government between the 1980s and 1990s. 
In a case study of one such application in Khayelitsha, 
Cape Town, Napier (2002) describes core housing as being 
similar to the provision of mass housing, with the core 
structure built by formal contractors and the completion 
of the houses to be undertaken by the bene�ciaries 
themselves (Ibid: 11). �e focus was thus on a product –  
a highly managed and limited form of assisted self-help, 
rather than on shared control in a decision-making 
process. �e resultant housing as its concluding byproduct 
could be argued to be more bene�cial to the providing 
party, in its uncritical con�rmation of established power 
structures, and, perversely, in paying lip-service to the 
notion of participation.

According to Landman and Napier (2010), the notion 
of assisted self-help o�ers a more progressive step in 
the direction to counter the horizontal strati�cation 
inscribed in the product-driven core-housing provision. 
�rough the Enhanced People’s Housing Process 
(EPHP), mechanisms exist within state policy to 
encourage greater participation in the decision-making 
platform, with mediation mostly through NGOs.  ›

1 Jo Noero’s Pelip Housing (1999): Incremental housing development by the Swedish 
Development corporation. 2 10x10 housing by MMA architects, following the Design Indaba 
competition in 2009. 
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Within this understanding of the limitations inscribed 
in various self-help models, the architectural discourse in 
South Africa includes a position where greater emphasis 
is placed on designing towards the creation of mixed-use 
and a�ordable housing stock (Landman & Napier, 2010; 
Low, 2005; Napier, 2005; Osman & Herthogs, 2010). �e 
argument in favour of incrementalism implies an embrace 
of the intersection between formal and informal processes, 
and between the notions of provision and enablement. 

As an important starting point towards an incremental 
approach that aims to challenge the status quo, it is 
considered fundamental to exhibit the ‘political will to 
devolve authority down to the level of organised urban 

communities’ (Wakely & Riley, 2010). 
�e ideal power relation therefore 
resides in the voice of the end users 
determining the parameters of 
control, facilitated by way of an 
extended civil-society resource base 
and enforced through the capacity of 
the state. �e need to enable urban 
poor communities to undertake 
this role is, according to Wakely and 
Riley (2010), the most important 
consideration in the desire to 
facilitate incremental growth.

Necessarily, the discourse 
implies an understanding of power relations and levels 
of control (Habraken, 1998), and where the architectural 
service ought to be positioned in terms of incremental 
enablement. When in service of the providing authority 
or developer, control is vested with the central decision-
maker, divesting the end user of signi�cant in�uence. 
When in service of the end-user community, the design 
professional contributes to that elusive transition 
between provision and enablement, between formal and 

informal systems. It is here that Breimer (2011) proposes 
to place the understanding of ‘zeggenschap’, or self-
determination that can be facilitated through responsive 
design. Similarly, Wakely and Riley (2010) propose 
that private-sector enterprises, such as the design 
professions, can contribute to the enablement of resident 
communities and the devolution of control down to this 
sector of society through their managerial expertise, 
access to capital and commercial networks – or, as in 
the case of architects, their ability to synthesise these 
resources towards socio-spatial transformation.

Radical perspective: In-situ transformation
Recognition of informal settlements as loci of potential 
transformation represents the more radical perspective 
on the debate in the South African (and global) 
discourse. Davy and Pellissery (2013) and Roy (2005) 
consider the interrelatedness of informality and its 
harbouring formal system, wherein the manifestation 
of informality is less a matter of technical de�ciency, 
but rather a ‘di�erentiated process embodying varying 
degrees of power and exclusion’ (Roy, 2005: 148). In 
what is described as a complex continuum of legality 
and illegality, it is argued that informal settlements o�er 
their residents an expression of sovereignty, enabling 
the poor to enjoy aspects of their human rights precisely 
through their resistance to the de�cient formal systems. 
�e authors say ‘informality, by escaping the state’s 
regulatory framework, challenges the notion of the social 
contract that is the cornerstone for the legitimacy of 
sovereign states’ (Davy & Pellissery, 2013: 10).

Although there is agreement that life in an informal 
settlement constitutes a survival strategy in the face 
of much adversity, the intrinsic value and importance 
of these survival strategies, social contracts and 
transactional models are viewed as important 
contributions toward an urbanisation model that is 
currently failing to ensure the right to full citizenship. 
�is perspective on informality therefore proposes a 
signi�cant alternative to the three preceding views, in 
which the dominant sociopolitical and economic system 
is accepted as the desired norm. In this de�nition of 
informality, the status quo is considered critically, as 
being the perpetrator of basic human-rights violations 
resulting in informal settlements. �eir existence, 
then, becomes the clue and the possible model for 
fundamental systemic transformation.

Fieuw (2011: 40-41) argues that in-situ informal 
settlement upgrade holds the key to realising the right 
to the city through the poor’s right to appropriation 
and participation in central decision-making processes. 
In contrast to an agenda of commodi�cation, 
individualisation and regularised control, proponents 
of an authentic transformation through in-situ upgrade 
propose assistance to community-based management 
systems and structures, ‘even if this contravenes existing 
legislation’ (Huchzermeyer, 1999). It is under such 
circumstances of adjustment that the right to the   › 

Underpinning these 
definitions of informal 

settlements as sites of 
incremental integration 
into formalised systems 

is an uncritical view of 
the formal system itself

3 Guga S’�ebe Arts phase 2: Culture and Heritage Village by Carin Smuts (2006-2015) in Langa.

3
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production of the city as social organisation (‘auto-
gestion’) is given expression (Lopes de Souza, 2010: 318). 
�e inherently, and necessary, confrontational aspect of 
this perspective on informal settlements is con�rmed 
by Lopes de Souza (Ibid: 329): ‘�e state is not a partner 
… the state apparatus as such is an enemy, even if it is 
sometimes (dialectically) more or less genuinely open to 
pressures from below as a government.’

Role of architects in in-situ transformation
During the 1980s, the Informal Settlement Division 
of the Urban Foundation commissioned the architects 
Harber, Masson and Associates to address problems 
encountered in the informal settlement of Bester’s Camp in 
Cato Manor, KwaZulu-Natal (Poulsen & Silverman, 2012). 
�e approach taken was one of intensive negotiations with 
the residents resulting in an in-situ process of upgrading. 
Detailed surveys and measuring up of existing structures 
and occupation informed appropriate strategies for 
improvement to these structures, as well as identifying 
sites for the establishment of civic amenities, such as a hall, 
school and service depots. Individual funding mechanisms 
were implemented to encourage residents to improve their 
own dwellings through partnerships with local hardware 
suppliers: ‘Today, Bester’s is a high-density settlement with 
mainly pedestrian access … A people-centred approach 
to in-situ upgrading has meant a search for, and response 
to, the unique characteristics of every site’ (Ibid: 71).

�e in�uence of Bester’s Camp can be seen in the 
Violence Prevention through Urban Upgrading (VPUU) 
project in Khayelitsha, Cape Town under the directorship 
of Michael Krause, who worked for Harber and Associates 
from 1998-1999 (ICPC, 2012). �e VPUU programme 
is a multi-government sponsored initiative started 
in 2005 focused on improving the quality of life for 

communities in informal settlements through activating 
safety as a public asset (Krause, 2013; Manuel, 2013). �e 
methodology is aimed at actively occupying identi�ed 
crime areas with public buildings that can assist in social 
transformation. A highly participative process is followed, 
with interventions preceded by social compacts with 
community representatives and identi�ed stakeholders 
(Cassidy, Ntshingwa, Galuszka & Matzopoulos, 2015; 
Krause, 2013). �e success of this programme resides 
not only in reducing crime substantially (Cassidy et al, 
2015; Cooke, 2011; Manuel, 2013), but also in generating 
a network of urban spaces connecting civic facilities, 
such as parks, schools and libraries, that have contributed 
to nurturing civic responsibility, social cohesion and 
economic activity (Cooke, 2011).

�e upgrade of Bester’s Camp and the VPUU serve 
as respected examples of politically conscious in-situ 
upgrade of informal settlements, where architects could 
be seen as agents of change. �e challenge of undertaking 
this radical approach lies in mitigating the territory 
between existing political structures of authority and 
the self-governing structures within the settlements 
(Charlton, 2006; Haskins, 2007; Van Horen, 1996). 

In both cases, intensive, ongoing negotiations with 
the complex array of stakeholders, especially inclusive of 
established residents, was undertaken, developing action 
plans that responded to immediate and long-term concerns 
(Cassidy et al, 2015; Poulsen & Silverman, 2012: 67-71). 

�e intention of such processes of engagement is to 
facilitate bottom-up transformation by means of tangible 
interventions into sites identi�ed through action plans that 
become vehicles for shared decision-making platforms. 
�e aim is ultimately to facilitate an engaged citizenship 
through inclusion into the city (Krause, 2013; Van Horen, 
1996). �e physical upgrade of neighbourhood facilities, 
economic development and community development are 
therefore synonymous with the intention of bene�ting 
the a�ected community, strengthening business in the 
existing informal economy, facilitating community 
involvement and, ultimately, promoting democratic 
values and decision-making processes (Chebelyon-
Dalizu, Garbowitz, Hause & �omas, 2010; Hardy, 2011; 
Klitzner, 2014; Ngxisa, 2012; VPUU, 2014). 

In terms of its relevance to the architectural profession, 
the focus on community engagement does not negate   › 

The upgrade of Bester’s Camp and the VPUU serve as 
respected examples of politically conscious in-situ 
upgrade of informal settlements, where architects 
could be seen as agents of change

4 �e Art �erapy centre at the Regina Mundi Church in Soweto by Kate Otten Architects 
(2008). 5 �e Re�lwe Business Node in Metsedwing, Pretoria, by Holm Jordaan.
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the profession, nor does it negate the tacit value of the 
endemic knowledge base. Rather, these examples suggest 
transformation in both directions, enhancing a virtuous 
triangle between formal authority structures, social 
capital inherent in the resident community, and the 
resource base of civil society inclusive of NGOs, private-
sector funding and built-environment professionals. �e 
VPUU and Bester’s Camp o�er tangible evidence of the 
democratic potential of such multi-sectoral engagement, 
where the architectural professionals engage as agents of 
transformation.

Further examples of such comprehensive engagement 
processes emanating from within architectural practice 
include the pioneering legacies of Kate Otten, Carin 
Smuts and Jo Noero. More recently, these ranks have 
been joined by younger �rms, such as 26’10 South 
Architects, where Anne Graupner and �orsten Deckler 
have been actively involved in both the discourse on 
informal-settlement upgrade, as well as in the facilitation 
of projects stemming from agency (26’10 South 
Architects, n.d.). A project undertaken in Re�lwe by 

Holm Jordaan Architects, under 
the leadership of Marguerite 
Pienaar (Holm Jordaan, 2017), 
similarly followed this trajectory 
of participatory research and 
design, with community builders 
responsible for the execution of 
the physical structures. 

�ese instances of application 
in architectural practice 
bode well for a change in the 
discourse surrounding, and 

approach to, informal-settlement upgrade. �ey enjoy 
support in the academic sphere, through the active 
development of curriculum content across all the major 
schools of architecture (Delport-Voulgarelis & Perold, 
2016; Du Trevou, 2015; Louw, 2013; SDI, 2012; Wits City 
Institute, 2015). Increasingly, courses are being shaped to 
encourage students to engage with communities living 
within informal settlements or conditions of informality 
nested within the formal urban context. From these 

studios, collaborative e�orts with NGOs, such as Habitat 
for Humanity (HfH, 2015) and Architecture Sans 
Frontieres (ASF-UK & DAG, 2015), are resulting in a new 
generation of professionals who are prepared for this 
‘messy and confrontational’ context.  

Conclusion
It has been argued here that architecture could contribute 
to the discourse on in-situ upgrade of informal 
settlements by, �rstly, grappling with its own implication 
in existing formal processes and, further, by challenging 
its fundamentally individualist nature by engaging in 
participatory and collaborative processes of agency. 
Within the South African context, the architectural 
profession has been largely omitted from any of the policy 
considerations regarding informal-settlement upgrade. 

In terms of institutional positioning, there is no 
evidence in the Architectural Profession Act No 44 
of 2000 (SA 2011) of a speci�c role to be undertaken 
by architects with regard to any of the policies as 
described. Similarly, in codes of conduct described 
by the South African Council for the Architectural 
Profession (SACAP), there has been no allowance made 
for performance criteria or terms of reference related to 
community participation or engagement with a client 
base existing outside of the statutory framework. On 
the contrary, all the above institutional guidelines are 
con�rmation of a systemically entrenched operation 
of work, which is necessarily the basis of a professional 
discipline. By its very nature, therefore, the profession 
of architecture remains ensconced within the formal 
system and serves to uphold that system through its legal 
acknowledgement. It is therefore not surprising that the 
condition of informal urbanism poses a fundamental 
conundrum with which, it can be argued, the profession 
has yet to become fully engaged on a meaningful level.

Notwithstanding this omission, examples of 
architectural involvement in informal-settlement 
upgrade have been reviewed and considered in terms of 
their contributions, either in support of existing power 
or as opportunities for critical engagement towards 
transformation. �ese examples serve to underscore the 
argument that architecture does indeed possess the ability 
to engage in the political realm, impacting on urban 
spatial relations through processes of collaboration. In the 
case of informal-settlement upgrade, these relations sit at 
the forefront of de�ning the democratic evolution of South 
Africa. It is therefore proposed that by embracing this 
potential agency of change, based in a clear understanding 
of the nuances in the discourse, architects may contribute 
positively to the spatial redress inherent to informal-
settlement upgrade.  ■

Architecture does indeed 
possess the ability to 

engage in the political 
realm, impacting on urban 
spatial relations through 

processes of collaboration
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6 Imizamo Yethu platforms by UCT Architecture students under the guidance of Mike Louw.
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 Reading 

History 

Considering context
This article is set against the background of the 
intoxicating Gold Rush at the beginning of the twentieth 
century in the newly established city of Johannesburg. 
It focuses on the establishment of a professional South 
African architectural library for the betterment of 
professional interests. The research covers the period 
from 1911, when the need for a reading room was first 
mentioned in the architects’ journal, to 1926/27, when 
the library collection found a home in the Witwatersrand 
University Library.

The discovery of gold on the Rand in 1886 brought 
with it many opportunities not only for mining but, 
especially after the Second South African (Anglo-Boer) 
War of 1899-19021, the reconstruction of the mining 
town under the British Government inspired a new 
building boom to turn Johannesburg into ‘an attractive 
and stable centre of wealth and middle-class community 
that would attract British immigrant families’ (Carman, 
2006: 4). Established architects from England and 
Europe flocked to Johannesburg to set up practice, 
soon discovering the need for educating and training 

young, talented students. Resources were limited 
and accommodation from which to teach was scant2. 
Regardless of the poor conditions, the architects who 
took up teaching roles were dedicated and committed.

The early South African architecture ‘manifestly 
improved’ with each ‘building boom’. With it, the 
architectural profession grew, creating an awareness of 
professional interests (ATA, 1911a: 1). This background 
of cultural poverty, passion and appreciation for 
architectural literature motivated the contemporary 
architects to establish a professional library for the 
greater good.

The lack of any cultural products and facilities was 
sorely felt amongst the intelligentsia. This lead to different 
pioneering projects to fill the gap, of which, in 1910, the 
mining-magnate couple Lionel and Florence Phillips’ 
Johannesburg Art Gallery project resulted in an art 
collection single-handedly selected by British Curator Sir 
Hugh Lane − with the exception of three contributions 
by Lady Philips, which were veiled in rumours of her 
extramarital romantic relationship with the curator 
(Carman, 2006: 195). Further, the appointment of a 
foreign architect, Sir Edwin Lutyens, for the building of 
an art gallery shrouded the Phillips’ art project into art 
for the new Johannesburg community, but not by them. 
It was a project blurred in perverted self-interest and 
ambition (Carman, 2006: 195). In her study Carman 
(2006) describes, amongst others, some of the 1910/11 
key areas in the public persona: ‘the perception [which 
existed] of South African art as being in its infancy, 
without any real power’, while a ‘flourishing and 

The history of the University of the Witwatersrand’s 
Architecture Library shows the active role played by 
South Africa’s early architects in creating a professional 
reading room that has stood the test of time.

By: Janie Johnson

INTRODUCTION TO THE PARTS
In part 1 one of this two part series the author looks at 
the early establishment of a professional South African 
architectural library and how the collection found a home  
in the Witwatersrand University Library.

 part 1
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well-organised architectural profession [already existed] 
in Johannesburg and Pretoria’. �e di�erent approaches 
and motivations in two di�erent early cultural production 
projects are interesting and speak for themselves − 
although, in both cases, by providing examples ‘from 
the older countries’, talent would be directed into ‘good 
channels’ to evolve a style that was truly South African 
(FP.SANU, p5, in Carman, 2006: 209).

All this happened at a time when, globally, the art 
and architectural world had awakened to what was to 
become Modernism, a period of experimentation in 
the arts that lasted from the late-nineteenth century 
to the mid-twentieth century. In the South African 
architectural scene, young, inspired soldiers returned 
from the war wanting to take up their careers, open 
to new ideas and in�uences. �e ‘infusion’ of new 
strength resulted in an eclectic range of building styles in 
Johannesburg, as described by Herbert (1975: 5-11).

Herwitz (in Judin & Vladislavić, 1998) wrote in 
his article ‘Modernism at the margins’: ‘�e West 
provides the materials through which late colonial 
artists or architects might revisit their past … in a 
global culture, the new makes possible the rediscovery 
of the old ... materials from the centre are viewed for 
their experimental possibilities ... a Nietzschean art of 
empowerment, especially given the states of dependency 
and inferiority which trouble the starting point’  
(Judin & Vladislavić, 1998: 408). As in art, so it was  
a natural out�ow that the original architectural library 
collection was colonial by nature. Over time, it  
developed its own local character.

Introduction 
It was in this context, and with pioneering faith in  
the newly established city of Johannesburg, that the 
battle for introducing local architectural education  
and architectural professional practice – and, with it,  
the establishment of an Architectural Library − was 
fought. In time, the Wits architectural library became 
like a strong �owing stream, which many a student 
tapped for more than a century and which remains  
an inspirational resource for visitors from around  
the globe.

Di�erent established architectural institutes were 
already amalgamated into one South African Institute3  
with the birth of the Union (1910)4. �e Transvaal  
Bill for registration was passed in 1909, making 
registration of architects compulsory. �is led to the 
realisation of a body corporate named the Association  
of Transvaal Architects (ATA). A professional journal, 
�e African Architect, was the natural out�ow of the 
body (ATA, 1911a: 2).

�e noble ideals of this professional body were 
re�ected in the proceedings of the �rst Annual General 
Meeting. Included were the education and training 
of young South African architects, as well as the 
establishment of a Chair of Architecture (ATA, 1911c:  
19-21) even though, at the time, the required funds had 

not been devised by the educational authorities. �ere 
was also the ideal to build up a reference library, not  
only for the use of local students, but for students all  
over South Africa.

Reading Room
A pseudonymous correspondent wrote: 

‘Every institution in Europe and America formed for 
the purpose of advancing the interests of architecture  
and those following the profession aims at having a library 
and reading room − if not for the practising man, then  
for the student.

‘�e number of students in the town is increasing 
… A very creditable reading room was formed with 
Home, Continental and American papers … Architects 
a�erwards became very busy and, somehow, interest 
began to wane so much that when bad times set in  
and expenses had to be reduced, one or two gentlemen 
were led to remark (be it said in a whisper) “no one  
visited the room,” which was not quite correct. At any  
rate, it was closed.

‘None are too old to learn, and more especially as 
architects, do we need to keep ourselves posted. Not 
everyone can form a reading room and library of his own, 
with all the leading professional journals; and these things 
do accumulate so.

‘It behoves every architect, sir, who has some love for 
his profession, and takes more than a commercial interest 
in architecture, to lend his aid in removing the “stigma” 
referred to, and it can be much assisted by having a 
reading room and proper premises as headquarters of t 
he Association.’ (ATA, 1911b: 17).   

In the next journal issue, it is hinted that the  
ATA might take up the matter, but the Act5 prevented  
the Association from devoting its funds for such a 
purpose. Hence, there was an appeal to the generosity  
of individual members for the donation of literature  
so that a good library could be established in due  
course (ATA, 1911d: 29).  

�e Association hired o�ce no. 36 in the South 
African Mutual Buildings [Figure 1], Commissioner and 
Harrison Streets, Johannesburg, where current  › 

In the South African architectural scene,  
young, inspired soldiers returned from the war 
wanting to take up their careers, open to new 
ideas and influences

There was an appeal to the generosity of individual 
members for the donation of literature so that a good 
library could be established in due course
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architectural periodicals and journals were to be placed 
and members were invited to make full use of the room 
(ATA 1911e: 53).

�e Association reminded its members of the reading 
room in the South African Mutual Buildings: ‘An o�ce 
in which are provided several architectural journals and 
papers of interest to the profession, available for students  
of the profession, as well as competition designs of the 
month on display on the walls’ (ATA, 1911f: 99). �e 
value of books was stressed: ‘If at all possible, surround 
yourselves with the best books published in all countries; 
or go once a week at least to feel the tremendously edifying 
in�uence of some great library. Study all our weekly  
and monthly architectural papers, British and foreign. 
From our weekly architectural magazines there is  
much to be learnt about contemporary architecture’ 
(Fulton, 1912: xvi).

‘Surround yourselves with the best 
books published in all countries;  

or go once a week at least to feel 
the tremendously edifying influence  

of some great library’

1

2

New Reading Room
Signs of a growing library can be found when it was 
announced that the Reading Room was to be moved to 
Winchester House [Figure 2], where the new Architect’s 
Quarters were relocated (ATA,1912a: 210): ‘the reading
room is a specially spacious apartment … an excellent 
supply of periodicals … while he will have the use of a 
well- arranged library’ and ‘in time the Council hopes  
to get a reference library’ (ATA, 1912b: 2).  ›

1 SA Mutual Building (1894-5), Johannesburg. Architect: W.H. Stucke (1865-1931) (Van der 
Waal, 1987: 66). 2 Winchester House (1896), Main Street. Architect: R.L. McCowat (Van der 
Waal, 1987: 67).
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Council also recommended that, in time, the rooms 
be used as a club: ‘tables are replete with architectural 
literature, and writing-accommodation is abundant.  
We hope full advantage will be taken of the room for 
mutual bene�t amongst architects’ (ATA, 1912c: 61).

�e importance of the Architects’ Room in Winchester 
House, Johannesburg, was amply demonstrated at the 
meeting of the South African branch of the Society of 
Architects’ annual meeting: ‘�e premises are splendidly 
furnished and most suitable for meeting purposes. 
Unfortunately, they are not so well patronised in the day 
time by the profession as they might be, and we hope that 
this comment will call attention to the fact and lead  
to improvement in this matter’ (ATA, 1912d: 77).

Renewed interest in the library collection was stimulated 
by the proposed Union Act for the registration of 
professional architects. �is resulted in a loan of technical 
books from the deceased estate of A.W. Hoskings, to form 
‘an excellent nucleus for a well-equipped library’ (ATA, 
1913a: 152) in the new boardroom in Winchester House − 
‘the new rendezvous for local architects.’ 

�e well-equipped library was a combination of 
reading room and o�ce with facilities for intellectual 
and professional exchange of architectural ideas and for 
study (ATA, 1913a: 151). �e loan was used as motivation 
for increased membership fees the following month. �e 
incumbent president, H.G. Veale(1868-1924), envisioned 
that the room be used as an architects’ club as well as ‘the 
beginning of the formation of a really good and useful 
loan library to the Association’ (ATA, 1913b: 179).

Crime in the Reading Room
�e Reading Room became a topic of controversy when 
suddenly it was kept locked, amidst speculation about 
stocktaking by the registrar, which distressed him 
(ATA, 1913c: 272): ‘in future the doors of the Reading 
Room will be kept locked by order of the Council, in 
consequence of the loss of numerous articles during the 
past few months … and that any member may obtain 
a key from the registrar on payment of the actual cost, 
namely, two shillings [20 cents], and members obtaining 
such are requested to kindly see that the doors are 
secured on their vacating the room’ (ATA, 1913d: 286). 

�e topic became even more controversial by the 
apparent lack of interest displayed by the profession in 
the Reading Room. In other countries, it was di�cult 
to obtain access to architectural periodicals, which 
were invariably in use, and the Johannesburg excuse of 
being ‘too busy’ was not applicable in the case of every 
registered architect in the Transvaal (ATA, 1913d: 293).

When the Great War set in and economies worsened, 
the architectural profession was described as ‘amongst 
the greatest su�erers’, but the professional focus and  
strive for quality architectural education did not fade 
(ATA, 1914: 9 & 11). Registration and Association 
membership examinations were now o�ered by the 
Council in Johannesburg (ATA, 1920a: 351). �e 
Association lacked in its powers in that it was not able  

to spend any of its funds on the teaching of architecture. 
�e Council was advised to direct its concentrated e�orts 
towards the institution of a Faculty of Architecture at the 
new Witwatersrand University, where a chair was required 
(Burton, 1920: 358).

Limited powers and funds, but a Chair and library?
Many association members were against �nancial 
undertakings for a library or a chair, as the �nancial 
foundation and support should come from the state 
(Waugh, 1916: 37). Yet at the AGM a donation of 20 
guineas was voted to the Seymour Memorial Library6 
(SML). �is amount appeared as a liability on the 
Annual Statement of Accounts, the amount not having 
been paid, owing to the library authorities not having 
arrived at an understanding with the Council as to the 
allocation of the money (ATA, 1917: 61).

Various representational bodies existed in the Council, 
amongst them E.M. Powers, who served on the SML 
Committee (ATA, 1921a: 430), Mr. McCubbin in 1924, 
and Allen Wilson, who represented the SML on the  
ATA (ATA 1924a: 19).

An established architecture library
�e newly established architecture library remained with 
the Association of the Transvaal Architects. Valuable 
collections were added regularly − a reference collection 
from the trustees of T.H. Hitchin’s estate and Grammar 
of Ornament by Owen Jones, donated by A.G. Howard. 
�e latter is still in the Wits Architecture Library; the 
third preface page indicates the publication date of  
15 December, 1856 [Figures 3 & 4].  ›

3 & 4 Grammar of Ornament, by Owen Jones, donated by A.G. Howard. As the third preface page 
indicates, the publication date was 15 December, 1856.

The Reading Room became a topic of controversy 
when suddenly it was kept locked, amidst 
speculation about stocktaking by the registrar

3 4
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Some books in the Witwatersrand University 
Architecture Library still carry the inked stamp of 
the Transvaal Provincial Institute of South African 
Architecture, such as on the title page of �e history and 
antiquities of the Conventual and Cathedral Church of 
Ely: From the Foundation of the Monastery, A.D. 673,  
to the Year 1771 (Bentham: 1912). [Figure 5 & 6].

Jas T. Brown’s advert (Brown, 1912, : xxviii) indicates 
some of the �rst locally published architectural literature, 
but desired international architectural literature was 
de�cient: ‘a lack of popular books on the subject still 
prevail’, creating ‘a general dearth of interest in the most 
fascinating of the arts, architecture’. Again a donation 
of books to the library is mentioned, from Austin Cooke 
this time. His motivation was to avoid carrying out Rule 
21 (i.e. reading a paper). Instead, he compounded by 
giving the books (Kendall, 1913: 219). �e Association’s 
Rule 21 provided that all members of the association had 
to contribute an ‘original paper’ or subscribe two pounds 
and two shillings to the library (Kendall, 1913: 211-212).

By 1921 the Association’s o�ces were in the Exploration 
Building in Commissioner Street, where a meeting was 
held to support art education. Present were many of 
the well- known names in the history of Johannesburg 
Architecture: F.L.H. Fleming (in the Chair); Messrs.  
E.M. Powers; H.G. Veale; G. Moerdijk; G. Leith;  
H.W. Spicer; R. Howden; Professor G.E. Pearse;  
J.E. Adamson (Director of Education, Transvaal Province); 
M.K. Carpenter (Registrar) (ATA, 1921c: 537). �e 
Architects’ Committee o�ered their help in art education 
in the Transvaal schools with advice on collections, 
pictures, photographs, �lms, casts, models, textbooks, 
lectures, reading papers and advice in school design.  

Architecture library holdings: the early years
�e fully operational library established by the 
Association by now had a varied collection of books. 
Some examples below are from the 1920-published list of 
books (Carpenter, 1920: 363), of which the titles marked 
* are still in the current Wits University Architecture  › 

5 JasT Browns advert of publications 1. SA Master Builders Fed Jnl 2. SA Master Builder Annual. 3. African Architect 4. Architectural Yearbook & diary 5. Builders Export 
No. 6 Supplement: Mr Bentham’s History of Antiquities - the important part of the image here is the inked stamp in the top right corner which says: Transvaal Provincial 
Institute of S.A. 7 Architects Exploration Building, Commissioner Street. Architect W.H. Stucke’s plan: 28 Dec 1896, completed 1898 (Van der Waal, 1987: 72).

5

6 7
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Library. Students and members were invited to borrow 
any day between 2 and 5pm.
• A guide to Gothic architecture, by T. Francis Bumpus*
• Aid to survey practice, Lowis D.A. Jackson, A-M.I.C.E
• A descriptive handbook of architecture,  
    Martin A. Buckmaster
• Antiquities of England
• Building construction: Parts 1, 2, 3 and 4, by Rivington
• Building construction, by Professor Henry Adams*
• Constructional iron and steel work, Francis Campin
• Domestic sanitary drainage and plumbing,  
     by William R. Maguire
• Ely Church and Cathedral: Part 1 & 2,  
     by James Bentham*
• Geometrical draughtsman, by various authors
• Gwilt’s Encyclopaedia of architecture, revised  
     by Wyatt Papworth
• Hints to young architects, by George Wightwiek
• Historical description of tile altar-piece at  
     Holyrood Castle, by Davis Laing, F.S.A. Scot
• Modern cottage architecture, by Maurice B. Adams*
• Ornament and its application, by Lewis F. Day
• Studies in architecture, by Reginald Blom�eld
• Speci�cations for practical architecture,  
     by Frederick Rogers
• �e orders of architecture, by R. Phene Spiers, F.S.A.
• �e planning and construction of high o�ce  
     buildings, by William H. Birkmire
• �e principles of planning buildings,  
     by Percy L. Marks
• Westminster Abbey, by D. Weller
• Winkle’s Architectural and picturesque  
     illustrations of cathedral churches of England  
     and Wales, by Robert Garland

�e collection of these books, which was due to the 
initiative of D.M. Burton, ‘is to provide students 
presently attending our classes with the necessary 
opportunity for study and reference.’ Burton also made 
a call to association members for contributing more 
books and even o�ered transport for collecting the books 
(ATA, 1920b: 374), which was followed by another added 
list of �ve books (right). �ese included �e seven lamps 
of architecture, by John Ruskin, �rst published in 1849; 
the donated edition, which is still in the collection, was 
published in 1912 (1920c: 394). 

• Hydraulic tables, coe�cients and formulae:  
     For �nding the discharge of water from ori�ces,  
     notches, weirs, pipes & rivers, by John Neville
• Manual of the steam engine and other prime  
     movers, by William John Macquorn Eanldne,L.D.
• Switches and crossings, by William Donaldson,  
     M.A., A.I.C.E.
• �e seven lamps of architecture, by John Ruskin*
• Textbook on the steam engine and on gas engines,  
     by T.M. Goodeve, M.A. 

�e care and generosity from the ATA, Lady Phillips 
and the Witwatersrand Council of Education, who 
purchased the collection of the late J.M. Solomon, made 
for a welcome addition to the well-equipped library. �is 
collection has been considerably augmented by gi�s from 
various donors, notably Howard Pim (ATA,1924c: 94). 
Books from this collection, signed by J.M. Solomon, can 
be found in the Wits Architecture Library − see evidence 
herewith from the plates in �e Art of Garden Design in 
Italy, by H. Inigo Triggs (1906). [Figure 8 & 9].  ■

1�e Randlords in early Johannesburg were interested in enriching themselves, 
rather than developing the city. Alfred Milner, High Commissioner for South 
Africa 1897-1901 moved his o�ces from Cape Town to Johannesburg to become 
governor of the Transvaal and the Orange River Colony (1901-1905), and to preside 
over the reconstruction of British South Africa.
2�e South African School of Mines and Technology, founded in Kimberley (1896), 
was transferred eight years later to some temporary wood and iron buildings, 
formerly municipal o�ces in Elo� Street, to which was added a corrugated-iron 
structure, named ‘Tin Temple’, where architectural classes were conducted to part-
time students (Bryer, 1971: 2).
3Proposed Architects’ Registration Bill, 1911.
4On the 31 May 1910, exactly eight years a�er the Boers had made peace with the 
English through the Treaty of Vereeniging, South Africa became a Union.
5�e South Africa Act of 1909 was an Act of the British Parliament, which created 
the Union of South Africa from the British colonies of the Cape of Good Hope, 
Natal, Orange River Colony, and Transvaal (Carman, 2006: 49).
6Musiker & Musiker (1998: 1): A collection of technical books housed in 
the Transvaal Technical Institute, but for the ‘free use of the inhabitants of 
Johannesburg’. By 1927, the SML was housed in the University of the Witwatersrand 
until the original trust was ended by an order of court and the library of about  
13 000 volumes were transferred to the City Council.

The history of architectural 
education in Johannesburg can 
be traced back to the year 1905, 
following the establishment 
in 1904 of the Transvaal 
Technical Institute

8 �e handwritten note from Lady Philips to Mr Solomon, pasted as a bookplate in the book 
donated by Mr Solomon to the library. 9 �e plate of a donation by Howard Pim, or by Mr Solomon. 

8 9

Part 2 continues in Edition 87.
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Exoskeleton
T 

he architects of the new Nelson Mandela Children’s 
Hospital (NMCH) in Johannesburg made use of an 
innovative multifunctional steel-mesh system for  
a number of components in the building. 

�e spiral staircase in the main reception area and the 
façade panels in the central spine were both constructed 
using a pre-manufactured steel mesh that acts as external 
reinforcing and permanent formwork for the casting of 
the concrete. 

�e decision to use the system, which was provided by 
Steelform − rather than using lightweight construction 
with applied cladding − was in�uenced by a range of 
factors, including the need for precision, customisation, 
workability, cost, speed and robustness. Only minimal 
additional reinforcing was required and the vertical 
faces didn’t need additional formwork. While there was 

A multifunctional steel-mesh system provided form and reinforcing in the construction  
of the Nelson Mandela Children’s Hospital in Johannesburg.

By: Mike Louw. Architects: Sheppard Robson International, John Cooper Architecture, GAPP Architects, Urban Designers 
and Spatial Planners and Ruben Reddy Architects. Photographs: GAPP Architects, Urban Designers and Spatial Planners

some concrete seepage during casting, it was minimal 
due to the size of the mesh openings. According to the 
professional team, it didn’t in�uence the �nal design 
strength of the concrete. 

�e façade panels are self-supporting and the 
protruding mesh portholes are strong enough to support 
the internal brick skin, while the resulting texture of the 
exposed mesh faces provided a suitable key for plastering. 

�e round window openings were a playful way of 
incorporating the NMCH’s logo into the building’s 
façade, while the sweeping spiral staircase forms  
a striking focal point in the main reception area. �ere 
is a poetic similarity between the external reinforcing/
formwork system and the hospital as a whole, where the 
walls of both allow an opportunity for a form of curing 
to happen on the inside.  ■

1 �e completed spiral staircase in the main reception area. 2 �e external mesh reinforcing/formwork of the spiral staircase prior to casting. 3-7 �e construction  
sequence of the mesh-reinforced faÇade panels in the central spine.

1 2
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Watercrete precast concrete 
coping, sample to be provided 
for Architect’s approval

ceiling void

20mm shadow gap
R.C. upstand to structural 
engineer’s design and detail
Steelform concrete panel
15mm rendered �nish

Stock brick with 2 coats 
plaster and paint �nish as 
per �nishes schedule

15mm rendered �nish
Steelform concrete panel with window 
surround to specialist detail
Powder coated aluminium 
window as per window schedule

Plastered and painted sill

Steelform concrete foot to 
specialist detail
R.C. slab to structural engineer’s 
design and detail

Stock brick with 2 coats plaster and 
paint �nish as per �nishes schedule

Steelform concrete panel
15mm rendered �nish

Steelform concrete foot to 
specialist detail
R.C. slab to structural 
engineer’s design and detail

ceiling void

ceiling void

circulation

circulation

circulation
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End note

F 
or over 20 years South Africa’s architects have 
debated the issue of Afrocentricity, though the  
aim is simple: to identify the essential elements  
that would bestow a stronger African identity  

to our architecture. �is interview is part of an  
ongoing research initiative to move forward.

Born in 1973, Sithabile Mathe grew up in postcolonial 
Botswana. She received a BArch degree and postgraduate 
diploma from the Mackintosh School of Architecture  
in Glasgow, Scotland. A�erwards, Mathe underwent 
urban design training in Oslo, where she lives in  
part, alternating with stints as principal of Moralo 
Designs in Gaborone.  

Apart from her in�uential role as chairperson of  
the validation committee of the Commonwealth 
Association of Architects (CAA), Mathe is also a CAA 
council member and vice president for Africa. In 
addition, she is a council member of the Architects’ 
Registration Council, Botswana, and the chair of its 
registration committee. Moreover, she is the treasurer 
of the Architects’ Association of Botswana. �ese 
credentials, combined with 17 years in practice, make 
Mathe uniquely quali�ed to re�ect on questions 
pertaining to architecture.

Mathe’s position on African architecture resonates  
with those she admires. She considers architecture with 
an African identity not as a nationalistic, nostalgic 
or ethnic expression, but as a �t-for-purpose, 
contextualised response.
What should the essential elements of an 
appropriate architecture for South Africa be? 
First is spatial organisation that recognises 
the diverse cultures that inform how the 
chronology of spaces is organised.  
�is is vital within social housing  
in disadvantaged communities  
or when designing 
institutional buildings.

Second is form.  
�e language of form 
should acknowledge 

multiple sources, including forms that haven’t been 
explored before. Scale must be relevant to the context.

�ird, materiality informed by the diversity of 
context. In many places, like Joburg’s CBD, the  
fabric is established. Contemporary materials that 
embrace diversity and include African elements  
can only be included through regeneration. In other  
parts, the materiality is provided by the place and 
available resources.

Fourth is the nature of the fabric, including  
density, height and the space between buildings.  
�e range of di�erence in contemporary South Africa 
means the relevance of this is o�en determined by  
place, like materiality.

And ��h is economic. �ere must be space to re�ect 
on the economic aspects of buildings/income disparity 
and so on. O�en, visions of what is possible within 
architecture are restricted by economic circumstances. 
Informal settlements, if slightly more resourced, could 
develop into more digni�ed places to live, re�ecting more 
positive aspects of the cultures housed within them.
What theory should be taught in architecture courses?
�e history of architectural theory can’t be Eurocentric. 
It needs to create a platform of global understanding 
in students from across cultures so that a culture 
of equivalency can develop. African architectural 

norms and expressions that have been lost 
through colonisation can be re-traced to 

understand what once was and how  
it could inform present space.
Which black African architect 
has most successfully achieved 
‘Afrocentricity’ in their work?
Francis Kéré 

Have any white architects had  
similar success?
Rodney Harber, and also Anita and Viera 

Larsson for their research into Tswana 
architecture. It wasn’t new design 

work, but an incredible record of 
traditional spatial organisation.  ■ 

�e chairperson of the validation committee of the Commonwealth Association of Architects 
contributes to the discussion on Afrocentricity in South African architecture.

By: Gerald Steyn, research professor in the Department of Architecture at the Tshwane University of Technology

An interview with 
Sithabile Mathe
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